As part of the Complete Education we offer, we track every girl’s activities to ensure she is learning in all the main areas of school life.

The Weekend Programme specifically enables her to develop in the areas highlighted here.
Benenden's ethos is to provide a Complete Education and full participation in The Weekend Programme is just that. The aim is always that the girls further their relationships and take their learning outside the classroom whilst pushing themselves out of their comfort zone, and most of all having fun! As you can see there really is something for everyone and it truly is a unique programme.

A growing number of activities are undertaken with different boys' schools and prep schools and these always prove very popular. We aim to provide a range of different events: some here at Benenden, some away, some sporty, some black tie, but all good fun and in preparation for life after Benenden. The girls often cite socials as being a highlight of their time here and enjoy seeing old friends as well as meeting new ones.

Please do not hesitate to get in touch if you have any questions at all.
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